
WOLF - BC
Wilderness Skills, Nature Awareness and Online 

Learning

Our nature and wilderness skills programs are based on the research 
and model developed by Master Tracker and Educator Jon young and 
The Wilderness Awareness School in Wa. Jon young developed his 
program based on his experience being mentored in a Native 
American Tradition and subsequent research into Indigenous Youth 
Mentoring Models around the world. 

The model is based on natural learning rhythms, stages of human 
development and traditional community cultural practices.



The method of Mentoring and the skills and subjects taught follow a 
circular pattern based on the 8 directions. As each day follows the 
circular movement from dawn through midnight and back to dawn the 
learning day follows a similar rhythm. Similarly the teaching year 
mirrors the changes in the natural world as the seasons change and 
move through their yearly cycle. 



Learning is seen as a life long venture and we strive to create life long 
learners, tailoring lessons to specific ages based on the natural 
passions and developmental stages of each age. The Montessori 
method of education blends naturally into this wilderness education 
system and we also follow Montessori principles of experiential and 
practical learning. During the 12-15 learning years for example, Maria 
Montessori recommended students leave abstract academic learning 
and focus instead on practical skills accumulation and mastery. Due to 
hormonal and brain changes this is the perfect age to learn the skills 
that maintain life – building shelters, survival, permaculture food 
production, tracking, hunting and fishing, money management, 
business and trading practices, how to function as a skilled and 
responsible adult in tune and understanding with the natural world. 

The learning rhythm of the day also follows a natural pattern that 
reflects the mood of each of the eight directions. In following this 
learning pattern with the students, there is a natural flow of learning 
from stillness, inspiration through action and focus to reflection, 
journaling, stories, skills and back to stillness. This pattern of the 
learning day, week and year can be followed at the camps and also 



with the online learning content.

In practical terms, the yearlong programs that we offer will have both 
experiential camp and an online instructional elements. In terms of 
the overall year content, the elements of North east through 
southwest will be covered mostly during camp times and the elements 
of the southwest though northeast will be covered with the online 
content. There will be crossover and the online content will include 
core routines which students will do in their home outdoor natural 
environments as a  part of the online learning which will cover 
elements in the 'camp' part of the learning wheel. Equally, during 
camp time we will spend time in a group experiential participation in 
the 'online' portion of the learning wheel. 



We see many benefits to this system. 

• The learning year is brought home and not just experienced at 
camp. 

• Students can research, journal and practice skills at their own 
rhythm and pace 

• connections made at camp can be maintained and grow through 
group online learning and sharing

• students can play a creative role in shaping their learning 
through developing the routines learned at camp to their home 
natural environments and creative processes

• The year will start with a group camp and end with a group 
camp, so students can see what they have achieved working 
more independently at the end of each year

• Families can participate in the learning and sharing experiences 
at home but students can also explore their independence and 
personal journey at camp.

WOLF BC will be offering four programs

1. 8-11 age group   – Wolf kids program – a one day a week. 90% 
experiential with a 10% online take home content to be practiced at home 
with family participation

2. 12-15 age group   – Wolf teen program – a three day a week program 
consisting of a two day camp with an overnight and a third day of 
apprenticeship experience. 75% experiential program with an 25% online 
support and research/journaling content to be completed at home on a 
fourth day with family participation.

3. 16-19 age group   – Wolf high program – a year long program consisting 
of of two three day camps, one at the beginning and one at the end of each 
year. The camps will constitute 10% of the year long learning journey. 90% 
of the program will be administered and practiced at home as an online 
program. However, 50% of the online home learning content will be 
practiced outdoors as an experiential learning journey and 50% in research 
and project based content including art work, journaling, music and 
scientific inquiry.

4. 20-25 age group   – Wolf Intern Program – A 5 month full time Residential 
training program in The Art of Mentoring Youth in Nature Education and 
Survival and Self Sufficiency Training. 


